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Abstract
We study the process of dispersion of low-regularity solutions to
the Schrödinger equation using fractional weights (observables). We
give another proof of the uncertainty principle for fractional weights
and use it to get a lower bound for the concentration of mass. We
consider also the evolution when the initial datum is the Dirac comb
in R. In this case we find fluctuations that concentrate at rational
times and that resemble a realization of a Lévy process. Furthermore,
the evolution exhibits multifractality.
1 Introduction
This work grew out of the interest in understanding the process of dispersion
of solutions to the Schrödinger equation with initial data with low regularity.






upx, 0q “ fpxq,





We measure the regularity using the space
ΣδpRnq :“ tf P L2pRnq | ‖f‖2Σδ :“ ‖|x|
δf‖22 ` ‖Dδf‖22 ă 8u, (1)





We will consider 0 ă δ ď 1, and refer to solutions with upx, 0q P ΣδpRnq, for
0 ă δ ă 1, as low-regularity solutions.
Similarly, we measure the dispersion of a solution u with the functional
hδrf sptq :“
ż
|x|2δ|upx, tq|2 dx; (2)
for simplicity, we may write hδptq. Nahas and Ponce studied this functional
during their work on persistence properties of decay and regularity in the
non-linear setting [21]. As a consequence of Lemma 2 in [21] we have




where f is the initial datum, so the functional (2) makes sense for every
time. Another proof of this persistence property is given in [1], where the
motivation is to give sufficient conditions for uniqueness of linear and non-
linear Schrödinger equations following the ideas in [9].
From another point of view, hδrf sptq is the evolution of the average value
of a quantum observable and the corresponding quantity for a classical par-
ticle in free-motion is hcδrx0, p0sptq :“ |x0 ` p0t|2δ, where x0 and p0 are the
initial position and momentum, respectively. It is interesting to compare the
quantum and classical behavior; for example, after computing h21 or by using
the identity eiπt|ξ|2pi~Bqe´iπt|ξ|2 “ i~B ` tξ we can see that





where x0 “ x and p0 “ ´i~B are the initial (in the Heisenberg picture) po-
sition and momentum operators, respectively. Does this simple and smooth
behavior hold equally when 0 ă δ ă 1?














Using translations in physical space and in phase space (i.e. Galilean transfor-




ξ|f̂pξq|2 dξ “ 0,
and (4) is then a measure of the concentration of |f | and |f̂ | around the ori-
gin. Finally, using translations in time and dilations we can also assume
that xx0p0 ` p0x0y “ 0 and that a2 :“ xx20y “ xp20y, so that in that case
h1rf sptq “ a






and the identity holds if and only if f “ cfGpxq :“ c2n{4e´π|x|
2 , where |c| “ 1.
In fact, in that case the corresponding solution is explicitly given by uG “
2n{4p1` itq´n{2e´π|x|
2{p1`itq, so that




The above argument suggests that a lower bound of hδrf sptq might be
proved by means of a generalization of the uncertainty principle (4) with
weights |x|2δ and |ξ|2δ, for 0 ă δ ă 1. As it is well known, the uncertainty
principle has been already extended in several directions, see e.g. [7, 2, 11,
3, 19, 25], and the “fractional uncertainty principle” we are interested in was
proved by Hirschman in [16]. One of the results in this paper is another proof
of this fact.
Theorem 1 (Static, Fractional Uncertainty Principle). There exists a con-
stant aδ ą 0, for 0 ă δ ă 1, such that
‖|x|δf‖L2pRnq‖Dδf‖L2pRnq ě aδ‖f‖2L2pRnq. (7)
Equality is attained and the minimizer Qδ is unique under the constraints:
Qδ ą 0, ‖Qδ‖2 “ 1 and ‖|x|δQδ‖2 “ ‖DδQδ‖2. Furthermore, Qδpxq »
|x|´n´4δ for |x| " 1.
The decay result is direct consequence of the work of Kaleta and Kulczycki
[20]. Observe that, interestingly, the minimizer of the fractional uncertainty
principle does not decay exponentially.
As a consequence of the above theorem we easily obtain a lower bound
for hδrf sptq as stated in our next theorem.
3
Theorem 2 (Dynamical, Fractional Uncertainty Principle). If f P ΣδpRnq,










where aδ is the constant in (12). Furthermore, for any T ‰ 0
hδrf sp0qhδrf spT q ě a
4
δ|T |2δ,
with equality if and only if
fpxq “ ce´πi|x|
2{Tλn{2Qδpλxq
for some λ ą 0 and |c| “ 1.
One could wonder up to what extent the behavior exhibited by the gaus-
sian in (6) is generic for hδrf sptq. One of the main purposes of this paper is
to start to explore the answer to this question. We first study the regularity
of hδrf sptq and also give precise results about its Fourier transform. From
the proofs of these results one can easily guess that the so called Talbot effect
can generate plenty of fluctuations from the generic behavior p1 ` t2qδ; the
reader is referred to [8] for more information on the Talbot effect.
Then, as a second step, we focus our attention in one space dimension





Even though FD is not a proper function but a distribution, so that at first
hδrFDs does not make sense, we are able to extend, after renormalization, the
functional hδ to periodic functions and then to the Dirac comb. To approach

















We will prove that in the limit ε2 Ñ 0 (ε1 fixed) the function hδrfε1,ε2s
splits into a smooth background and a oscillating, periodic function that
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Figure 1: The red line is the plot of hδrfε1,ε2s using its definition in (2),
and the blue line is hp,δrFε1s, to be defined in (71). In this plot we have
removed from hδrfε1,ε2s a constant term Cε2 and then multiplied by ε
´1
2 ; this
will be clear when we reach (81). The choice of ε1 “ 0.2 is due to the high
computational cost of taking a smaller value of ε1 and then to diminish ε2.
we call hp,δrFε1s. In Figure 1 we can see how hδrfε1,ε2s approaches, after
renormalization, hp,δrFε1s.
The final step is to pass to the limit ε1 Ñ 0. In this way we obtain a
periodic, pure point distribution hp,δrFDs with support at rational times, a
fact which is very reminiscent of the Talbot effect. More concretely, we prove




















































Figure 2: Plot of hp,δrFε1s, to be defined in (71). In Figure 1 the plot of
hp,δrFε1s lacks the rich structure suggested by (9) because ε1 is still small
there, however as ε1 approaches zero the emergence of Dirac deltas is clearly
visible.






Quite surprisingly, we find out that Hδ can be seen as a “realization” of a pure
jump α-Lévy process with α :“ 1{p1`δq—see Fig. 3, which suggests strongly
the presence of intermittency. To prove this we compute its Hölder exponent
at each irrational time and show that it depends on its “irrationality” µptq;
the precise definition of µptq is given in Definition 29. We look also at the so
called spectrum of singularities dHδpγq :“ dimFγ, where
Fγ :“ tt P r0, 1q | Hδ has Hölder exponent γ at tu. (11)
Our main result in this direction is the following one.
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Figure 3: Plot of Hδ in (10). Even though Hδ has some symmetry, e.g.
Hδp1 ´ tq “ cδ ´ Hδpt´q, the appearance of “unpredictable” large jumps
resembles an α-Lévy process with small exponent α.
Theorem 4. Let α :“ 1{p1` δq, then
dHδpγq “ αγ, for γ P r0, 1{αq.
Jaffard proved in Thm. 1 of [18] that the spectrum of singularities of an
α-Lévy process is almost surely
dαpγq “
#
αγ γ P r0, 1{αs
´8 γ ą 1{α;
dαpγq “ ´8 means that no point has Hölder exponent γ. This identity
tightens our suggested relationship between Hδ and Lévy processes, and we
suspect that dαpγq “ dHδpγq for every γ.
Structure of the paper:
• In section 2 we discuss the static, fractional uncertainty principle (Thm. 1)
and prove some properties of the space ΣδpRnq.
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• In section 3 we discuss the dynamical, fractional uncertainty principle
(Thm. 2); in sec. 3.1 we compute the Fourier transform of hδrf sptq
and the main result there is Theorem 10; and in sec. 3.2 we exploit
Theorem 10 to obtain regularity properties of hδrf sptq.
• In section 4 we define hδrf sptq for periodic initial data; and in sec. 4.1
we study the “dispersion” properties of the Dirac comb, and prove The-
orems 3 and 4.
Finally, some questions that arise naturally for future work are:
1. What are the optimal constants in Theorems 1 and 2? Can hδrQδs be
explicitly computed?
2. What is the result about the Dirac Comb in higher dimensions and in
the non-linear setting?
3. Study different regimes for ε1 and ε2 in (8);
4. For other observables (weights)W pxq, can we estimate xe´it~∆{2Weit~∆{2y
in terms of classical trajectories W px` tpq?
Notations
• Relations: If x À y then x ď Cy, where C ą 0 is a constant, and
similarly for x Á y and x » y. If x ! 1 then x ď c, where c ą 0 is a
sufficiently small constant, and similarly for x " 1.
• Miscellaneous: a` :“ a ` ε, for 0 ă ε ! 1. xxy :“ p1 ` |x|2q 12 . sgn
is the sign function. The volume of the unit sphere is denoted by ωm,
and the standard measure on it as dS.
• If A Ă Rn, then |A| is its Lebesgue measure and 1A is the indicator
function.
• The fractional derivative as pDδfq^pξq :“ |ξ|δf̂pξq.
• Let I Ă R be an interval with center cpIq. The projection to frequencies
|ξ| P I is the operator pPIfq^pξq :“ ζI f̂pξq, where ζIpξq :“ ζppξ ´
cpIqq{|I|q and ζ is a fixed cutoff of r´1, 1s.
• If X is a function space, then Xloc :“ tf P S 1 | ζf P X for every ζ P
C80 u.
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• Spaces: for ΣδpRnq see (1), and for ΛαpRnq see (54). HspRnq is the
space of f P L2 with Dsf P L2.
• hf ptq is the Hölder exponent of a function f at t P R; see Def. 28; df is
the spectrum of singularities; see (11).
• µptq is the irrationality measure of t P R; see Def. 29.
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2 Static, Fractional Uncertainty Principle
In this section we study the static, fractional uncertainty principle. We prove
some general properties of ΣδpRnq, which will play an important role in our
investigation of hδ.
The (static) uncertainty principle asserts that there exists aδ ą 0 such
that
‖|x|δf‖2‖Dδf‖2 ě aδ‖f‖22, for 0 ă δ ď 1.
Actually, this is equivalent to the continuous embedding ΣδpRnq ãÑ L2pRnq.
In fact, let us define
a2δ :“ inf‖f‖2“1
‖|x|δf‖2‖Dδf‖2, (12)
We can exploit the symmetry fλpxq :“ λ
n
2 fpλxq to force the condition






On the other hand, 2‖|x|δf‖2‖Dδf‖2 ď ‖f‖2Σδ implies the reverse inequality




Lemma 5. The class ΣδpRnq is a Hilbert space compactly embedded in L2pRnq;
in particular,
‖f‖2 ď Cp‖|x|δf‖22 ` ‖Dδf‖22q
1
2 . (13)
Furthermore, there exists a function Qδ with ‖Qδ‖2 “ 1 such that
inf
‖f‖2“1
‖f‖Σδ “ ‖Qδ‖Σδ (14)
Proof. We choose a sequence of functions tfnun with ‖fn‖2 “ 1 that mini-
mizes ‖g‖Σδ , that is, ‖fn‖Σδ Ñ inf‖g‖2“1‖g‖Σδ .
By the Fréchet-Kolmogorov theorem, the sequence tfnu will be relatively




|fn|2 dx ă ε, for every ε ą 0 and R " 1
(2) ‖fnp¨ ´ hq ´ fn‖2 ă ε, for every ε ą 0 and |h| ! 1.
The condition (1) follows from
ż
|x|ąR
|fn|2 dx ď R´2δ
ż
|x|2δ|fn|2 dx À R´2δ.
The condition (2) follows from
‖fnp¨ ´ hq ´ fn‖22 “
ż











|f̂n|2|e´2πiξ¨h ´ 1|2 dξ
À |h|` |h|δ.
Hence, we can choose a sub-sequence tfnkuk that converges in L2pRnq to some
function Qδ P L2pRnq with ‖Qδ‖2 “ 1.
If inf‖g‖2“1‖g‖Σδ “ 0 then ‖|x|δfnk‖2 Ñ 0 and, passing to a sub-sequence
if necessary, we see that fnk Ñ 0 a.e., which contradicts ‖Qδ‖2 “ 1. Thus,
inf‖g‖2“1‖g‖Σδ ą 0 and ΣδpRnq is continuously embedded in L2pRnq, which
is (13). Incidentally, the proof shows that the ball t‖g‖Σδ ď 1u is relatively
compact in L2pRnq, so the embedding is compact.
We prove now that Qδ P ΣδpRnq. Since ΣδpRnq is a Hilbert space, we
can pass to a sub-sequence, say tfnkuk, that converges weakly to some f˚ P







f˚h and Qδ “ f˚ P ΣδpRnq.
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The minimizer is the ground state of a differential equation.
Lemma 6. If ‖Qδ‖Σδ “ inf‖u‖2“1‖u‖Σδ and ‖Qδ‖2 “ 1, then
D2δQδ ` |x|2δQδ “ 2a2δQδ. (15)
Proof. We take v P ΣδpRnq, with ‖v‖2 “ 1, orthogonal to Qδ in L2pRnq. Let
us define wpθq :“ cos θ Qδ ` sin θ v so that fpθq :“ ‖wpθq‖2Σδ has a minimum
at θ “ 0. Since the derivative is






` 2 cosp2θqpQδ, vqΣδ ,
then pQδ, vqΣδ “ 0; considering ṽ “ v{‖v‖2, we can remove the condition
‖v‖2 “ 1.
For any v P ΣδpRnq the function Pv “ v´ pQδ, vq2Qδ is orthogonal to Qδ
in L2pRnq, so we have pQδ, PvqΣδ “ 0 or




By the Perron–Frobenius theorem—see Ch. XIII.12 of [22]—the lowest
eigenvalue of the operator D2δ ` |x|2δ is unique and can be chosen positive.
To apply this method we need to know that the heat kernel e´tD2δ is positive;
see e.g. [6] or Lemma A.1 in [13]. Uniqueness implies that Q̂δ “ Qδ and that
Qδ is radial.
In Corollary 3 of [20], Kaleta and Kulczycki proved that the lowest eigen-
value satisfies Qδpxq » 1{|x|n`4δ (0 ă δ ă 1), for |x| " 1.
We summarize the discussion so far in the following theorem, which was
stated in the introduction.
Theorem 1. There exists a constant aδ ą 0, for 0 ă δ ă 1, such that
‖|x|δf‖L2pRnq‖Dδf‖L2pRnq ě aδ‖f‖2L2pRnq. (16)
Equality is attained and the minimizer Qδ is unique under the constraints:
Qδ ą 0, ‖Qδ‖2 “ 1 and ‖|x|δQδ‖2 “ ‖DδQδ‖2. Furthermore, Qδpxq »
|x|´n´4δ for |x| " 1.
We prove now a few additional properties of ΣδpRnq.
Lemma 7. The space C80 pRnq is dense in ΣδpRnq.
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Proof. We choose a symmetric function ζ P C80 pRnq such that ζ ě 0; we
might replace ζ by ζ ˚ ζ to assume also that ζ̂ ě 0. By dilation and mul-
tiplication by a constant, we assume that ζp0q “ 1 and
ş
ζ “ 1; we define
ζλpxq :“ ζpx{λq.
We prove first that functions with compact support are dense in ΣδpRnq.
We fix ε ą 0 and choose R "ε 1 such that ‖|x|δp1 ´ ζRqf‖2 ă ε, so we only
have to prove that ‖|ξ|δpf̂ ´ pζRfq^q‖2 À ε for R " 1.
We choose λ "ε 1 such that ‖|ξ|δ1|ξ|ąλf̂‖L2 ă ε. Since pζRfq^ Ñ f̂ in L2,
then for R "ε,λ 1 we have that ‖|ξ|δ1|ξ|ă2λrf̂ ´ pζRuq^s‖2 ă ε. By Jensen’s



















|f̂ |2 dξ ` ε2,
where we exploited the rapid decay of ζ̂R; ifR "ε,λ 1, then ‖|ξ|δ1|ξ|ą2λpζRfq^‖2 ď
Cε. Hence,
‖|ξ|δpf̂ ´ pζRfq^q‖2 ď ‖|ξ|δ1|ξ|ă2λrf̂ ´ pζRfq^s‖2`
` ‖|ξ|δ1|ξ|ą2λf̂‖2 ` ‖|ξ|δ1|ξ|ą2λpζRfq^‖2 ď Cε,
which shows that functions with compact support are dense in ΣδpRnq.
A similar, though simpler argument shows that a function f P Σδ with
compact support can be approximated by functions ζρ ˚ f P C80 pRnq.
We can give a description of the dual space Σ˚δ pRnq.
Lemma 8 (Dual space Σ˚δ pRnq). The dual space of ΣδpRnq can be represented
as the space of distributions




p‖|x|´δv1‖22 ` ‖D´δv2‖22q, (18)




Proof. We define the space
Xδ :“ tpf1, f2q P L
2
pRnq ˆ L2pRnq | ‖|x|δf1‖22 ` ‖Dδf2‖22 ă 8u,
so that ΣδpRnq is the subspace tf1 “ f2u. The dual space of Xδ is X´δ under
the pairing
xpv1, v2q, pf1, f2qy :“
ż
Rn
f1v1 ` f2v2 dx, for v P X´δ and f P Xδ, (19)
so by the Hahn-Banach Theorem we can extend a functional w P Σ˚δ to a
functional v P X´δ with norm ‖v‖X´δ “ ‖w‖Σ˚δ pR
nq, which proves (17). The
identity (18) holds because the norm of a functional does not decrease after
extension.
The next lemma contains some embedding properties.


































Proof. The inequalities at the left follow from the Sobolev Embedding The-
orem, and those at the right follow from Hölder inequality.
We cannot improve the strict inequalities in (20), and we can use the
examples fpxq :“ ζp|x|q|x|´n2´δplog|x|q´ 12´ε, for 0 ă ε ă δ{n, where ζ P
C8pRq vanishes around zero. When n “ 1 and δ “ 1{2, it is known that f
may not be bounded.
3 Dynamical, Fractional Uncertainty Principle
In this section we turn our attention to hδrf s in (2). We begin with a lower
bound for hδrf s and then focus on the Fourier transform of hδrf s (sec. 3.1).
In section 3.2 we determine the Hölder regularity of hδ and the rate of decay
of ĥδ.
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where aδ is the constant in (12). Furthermore, for any T ‰ 0
hδrf sp0qhδrf spT q ě a
4
δ|T |2δ, (22)
with equality if and only if
fpxq “ ce´πi|x|
2{Tλn{2Qδpλxq (23)
for some λ ą 0 and |c| “ 1.










2{t´2πix¨y{t dy, where Re
?
it ą 0.
If we define gtpyq :“ fpyqeπi|y|








By the uncertainty principle (16) we have





with equality if and only if gtpxq “ cλn{2Qδpλxq for some λ ą 0 and |c| “ 1,





On the other hand, again by (16), we have
a4δ ď hδptq
ż
|ξ|2δ|ûpξ, tq|2 dξ “ hδptq
ż
|ξ|2δ|f̂pξq|2 dξ,















which is (21) after reordering.
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3.1 The Fourier Transform of hδ
The computation of the Fourier transform of hδrf s is motivated by the os-
cillations that appear in numerical simulations when f approaches the Dirac
comb.
Theorem 10. If f P ΣδpRnq, then the Fourier transform of hδrf s in Rzt0u





















If ϕ P SpRq is supported outside the interval p´a, aq, then
|xĥδrf s, ϕy| ď Ca‖f‖2Σδ‖ϕ‖8. (27)
Furthermore,
‖ĥδrf s‖L1pRzr´a,asq ď Ca‖f‖2Σδ . (28)




|e´πit|ξ|2 f̂pξq ´ e´πit|η|2 f̂pηq|2
|ξ ´ η|n`2δ
dξdη, for 0 ă δ ă 1.
Let ϕ P SpRq be a test function that vanishes in the interval p´a, aq. We
apply Fubini to write the Fourier transform of hδ as





























We have to show that this integral represents a bounded functional in SpRq.
We can assume that a ď 1. We bound the integral (30) as










































where J and J 1 are the integrals in square brackets.
We only bound the first integral in (31), the other being analogous; recall
that ϕpp|η|2 ´ |ξ|2q{2q “ 0 if ||η|2 ´ |ξ|2| ă 2a. When |ξ| ą
?








and when |ξ| ă
?
a we integrate instead over RnzBpξ,
?












We replace (32) in (31) and use the inclusion Σδ ãÝÑ L2 to conclude that
|xhδ, ϕ̂y| ď Ca´2δ‖ϕ‖8‖f‖2Σδ ,
which is (27).
Since SpRq is dense in the space of continuous functions that vanish at
infinity, then from (27) and the Riesz-Markov Theorem we can see ĥδ as a
(signed) regular measure in Rzr´a, as with total variation ď Ca‖f‖2Σδ .
The measure ĥδ is actually a L1-function away from the origin. If U Ă
Rzr´a, as is an open set, then we can approximate monotonically 1U with
Schwartz functions ϕ such that 0 ď ϕ ď 1 and suppϕ Ă U , so by dominated










Since ĥδ is a regular measure, we can actually extend this identity from 1U
to all bounded, Borel measurable functions. If A Ă Rzr´a, as is a bounded,
Borel set with |A| “ 0, then we can apply this identity to ψ1A, for |ψ| ď 1,
to conclude that ĥδ is absolutely continuous away from the origin.
Corollary 11. The function hδ is continuous.
Proof. We split hδ into Pă1hδ (an analytic function) and Pą1hδ. By (28)
pPą1hδq
^ P L1pRq and the claim follows.
Theorem 10 only describes ĥδ away from the origin, so, for the record,
we describe now the action of ĥδ on a general test function ϕ; even though
this analysis is not crucial in the subsequent sections, it offers moral support
when we remove the low frequencies of hδ in Section 4.
We isolate the origin with a symmetric, positive function ζεptq :“ ζpt{εq,
where ζ P C80 pRq has support in p´1, 1q and ζptq “ 1 in a vicinity of zero.
We develop ϕ P SpRq as ϕpτq “ ϕp0q ` ϕ1p0qτ ` rpτq, and write ĥδ as
xĥδ, ϕy “ xĥδ, p1´ ζεqϕy ` ϕp0qxĥδ, ζεy ` ϕ
1
p0qxĥδ, τζεy ` xĥδ, ζεry. (33)
The first term at the right is well defined by Theorem 10, and in the next
Theorem we show that we can neglect the last term at the right—and also




Theorem 12. Let ζ P C80 pRq be a function with support in p´1, 1q and such




xĥδrf s, ζεry “ 0, (34)
where ζεptq :“ ζpt{εq.
Furthermore, if δ ă 1
2
and r only satisfies rp0q “ 0, then the limit also
vanishes.
Proof. Let us define ϕε :“ ζεr and test ĥδ against it:













































We have shown thus that Jpξq ď Cε2´2δ|ξ|2δ for |ξ| ě
?
ε.
To bound Jpξq in t|ξ| ă
?
εu, we notice that the support of ϕε forces
|η| ď C
?









We replace our bounds for J in (31) to see that










|f̂pξq|2|ξ|2δ dξ εÑ0ÝÝÑ 0,
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which shows that no term of order ě 2 appears at the origin of ĥδ.




In the next Theorem we show that the term ϕ1p0q also vanishes in the
limit when δ ě 1{2, so no term of order ě 1 appears in the limit.
Theorem 13. Let ζ P C80 pRq be a symmetric function with support in p´1, 1q
and such that ζ “ 1 around zero. If f P ΣδpRnq and δ ě 12 , then
lim
εÑ0
xĥδ, τζεy “ 0, (35)
where ζεptq :“ ζpt{εq.
Proof. From (30) we get




´ |η|2 ´ |ξ|2
2
¯ |η|2 ´ |ξ|2
|ξ ´ η|n`2δ
dξdη;
We use the identity 2i Impab q “ |a|2 ´ |b|2 ´ pa` bqpa ´ b q to get
|xĥδ, τζεy| À
ż
p|f̂pξq|` |f̂pηq|q|f̂pξq ´ f̂pηq|ζε
´ |η|2 ´ |ξ|2
2
¯ |η|2 ´ |ξ|2
|ξ ´ η|n`2δ
dξdη;
since the integrand tends to zero a.e. as ε Ñ 0, then, by dominated conver-
gence, it suffices to show that the integral is finite when ε “ 1.























and the last integral is finite because it equals ‖|x|δf‖2 ă 8, so we are left




























dξ ă 8. (36)
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so the goal is to prove Lp|ξ|q ď C|ξ|2δ.














where dSpθq “ ωn´2p1´ θ2nq
n´3
2 dθn when n ě 2, and dSpθq “ δpθn ´ 1q when







1t|r|ă2{p|ξ|θnqu ` 1|tr`2|ξ|θn|ă2{p|ξ|θnqu if θn ą 2{|ξ|
1|r|ă5 if θn ă 2{|ξ|.













which shows that It|ξ|ą2u ď C‖|ξ|δf̂‖22, so this bound and (36) imply that I
is finite, and the Theorem follows in this case.










` |ξ|2δ À |ξ|2δ
which shows that It|ξ|ą2u ď C‖|ξ|δf̂‖22, so this bound and (36) imply that I
is finite, and the Theorem follows.
Theorems 12 and 13 simplify (33) to
xĥδ, ϕy “ lim
εÑ0`
pxĥδ, p1´ ζεqϕy ` ϕ
1
p0qxĥδ, ζεyq.
The term xĥδ, ζεy describes the mean size of hδptq for times |t| À 1{ε, and its
analysis is considerably more laborious, demanding more careful estimates
of integrals already appearing in Theorem 13.
We begin with (29) and write xĥδ, ζεy as (recall ζp0q “ 1)
xĥδ, ζεy “ 2bn,δ
ż
|f̂pξq|2ζp0q ´ Repf̂pξqf̂pηq qζε























the last integral goes to zero as εÑ 0 by dominated convergence, so we can





















where dSpθq “ ωn´2p1 ´ θ2nq
n´3
2 dθn for n ě 2, and dSpθq “ δpθn ´ 1q for
n “ 1; compare with the function L in the proof of Theorem 13. We observe
that Kεpξq “ ε´δKpξ{
?










2, we integrate by parts in r using the identity |r|´1´2δ “






























































































































































Before studying the asymptotic expansion of xĥδ, ζεy, we need an auxiliary
result.
22






εq dξ “ 0 (41)
Proof. Since α ą 2δ, then ε´δRpξ{
?










εq dξ ` op1q.
















When α ą n, the last integral is bounded by a constant and the right hand









because α ą 2δ. Therefore, the Lemma holds for smooth functions f̂ .


























here, we used again α ą 2δ. We decompose f into a smooth part g P C80 pRnq
and a small part ‖h‖Σδ (Theorem 7), so we deduce the limit in (41) goes to
zero.
Having paved the way, we are ready for the analysis of xĥδ, ζεy, and we
warm-up with the analysis at dimension one.
Theorem 15. Let ζ P C80 pRq be a symmetric, positive function with support
in p´1, 1q and such that ζptq “ 1 around zero; recall ζεptq :“ ζpt{εq. If
f P ΣδpRq, then xĥδrf s, ζεy admits the following asymptotic expansion in ε:
δ ă 1{2
xĥδrf s, ζεy “ Aε
´2δ‖|ξ|δf̂‖22 ` op1q. (42)
23
δ “ 1{2







εq dξ ` op1q
“ Aε´1‖|ξ|δf̂‖22 `Oαpε´αq, for every 0 ă α ! 1,
(43)
where Rpξq ď Cxξy´3.
δ ą 1{2























where Rpξq ď Cxξy2δ´4.
The constants A and B, as well as the function R, depend on ζ and δ.





εq dξ ` op1q,
so we split K into K1 (39) and K2 (40).







where t is restricted to supp ζ Ă r´1, 1s; since ζ 1 is anti-symmetric, then





|ζ 1pt{aqt| dt ď C|ξ|´2´2δ. (45)
To estimate K2 we notice that
J2ptq :“ p1`
?















:“ A|ξ|2δ `Op|ξ|2δ´4q. (46)
If we define Rpξq :“ Kpξq ´ A|ξ|2δ, then we have







εq dξ ` op1q. (47)
When δ ă 1
2
, we see from (45) and (46) that the residue satisfies Rpξq ď
Cxξy´2´2δ. We apply Lemma 14 to conclude that the residual integral goes
to zero, and then (42) holds.
When δ “ 1
2






εq dξ “ Oαpε´αq, for every 0 ă α ! 1,
where Rpξq ď 1{xξy3; this is (43).
When δ ą 1
2
, the residue satisfies Rpξq ď Cxξy2δ´4. By the Sobolev



































which concludes the proof of (44) .












which leads to limtÑ8 t´2δhδrf sptq “ ‖|ξ|δf̂‖22—to prove this, use the conti-
nuity of hδrf̂ spτq “ τ 2δhδrf sp1{τq at τ “ 0.
In Theorem 15, very small frequencies play a distinctive role; in fact, the
residue ε´δRpξ{
?
εq Ñ 0 pointwise outside the origin, so only very small
frequencies, or momenta, contribute to the residual term, and actually all
the lower order terms in ε´1 disappear if f̂ “ 0 in a neighborhood of zero.
In the next Theorem, we continue our analysis of xĥδ, ζεy in higher di-
mensions, but now computations are more demanding than in R.
Theorem 16. Let ζ P C80 pRq be a symmetric, positive function with support
in p´1, 1q and such that ζptq “ 1 around zero; recall ζεptq :“ ζpt{εq. If
f P ΣδpRnq, for n ě 2, then xĥδrf s, ζεy admits the following asymptotic
expansion in ε:
δ ă 1{2
xĥδ, ζεy “ Aε
´2δ‖|ξ|δf̂‖22 ` op1q. (48)
δ “ 1{2













2 f̂‖22 `Op´ log εq.
(49)
δ ą 1{2






2 f̂‖22 ` op1q. (50)
The constants A and B depend on ζ, n and δ.





εq dξ ` op1q, (51)
so we split K into K1 (39) and K2 (40). Since Kpξq À 1 for |ξ| ă
?
2, then
we only have to estimate K for |ξ| ą
?
2.
The heart of the matter lies in the analysis of J1 and J2, so we paste their






















































2δ dSpθq, for t ă 0,
where dSpθq “ ωn´2p1´ θ2nq
n´3
2 dθn.
Case δ ă 1{2
To estimate K1 we have to estimate J1, especially around the origin. The
function J1 is continuous at zero, and for t ą 0














































q dt À |ξ|´1;
recall a :“ 2{|ξ|2. This model computation will repeat itself during the proof.
To estimate K2 we have to study J2, which is also continuous. For t ą 0,



































If we define Rpξq :“ Kpξq ´ A|ξ|2δ, then we have







εq dξ ` op1q.
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From the estimates for K1 and K2 we conclude Rpξq À |ξ|´1, which is in the
scope of Lemma 14, and (48) holds true.
Case δ “ 1
2







dSpθq{θn » ´ log|t|.
We remove J1,0 from J1 to get, for t ą 0,






















:“ I1 ` I2.








































































dθn `Optp´ log t` 1qq
We arrive so at











dθn `Optp´ log t` 1qq
:“ a` `Optp´ log t` 1qq.
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In the same way, for t ă 0, we get











dθn `Optp´ log|t|` 1qq
:“ a´ `Optp´ log t` 1qq.







` a`1ttą0u ` a´1ttă0u `Op´tp´ log|t|` 1qq







ζ 1pt{aqrJ1,1ptq `Optp´ log|t|` 1qqs dt
“ B|ξ|´1 `Op|ξ|´3plog|ξ|` 1qq;
recall a :“ 2{|ξ|2.
The function J2 is continuous at zero, and for t ą 0

























ζ 1pt{aqpJ2p0q ` tJ1ptq ` ωn´2t1ttă0u `Opt2qq
dt
|t|
“ A|ξ|`B|ξ|´1 `Op|ξ|´3 log|ξ|q.
Therefore, for |ξ| ą
?
2,
Kpξq “ K1pξq `K2pξq “ A|ξ|`B|ξ|´1 `Op|ξ|´3 log|ξ|q,
and (49) follows after inserting this estimate in (51) and applying Lemma 14
to the residue.
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Case δ ą 1
2
We remove from J1 the even function J1,0ptq :“
ş1?
|t| dSpθq{p2θnq
2δ » |t| 12´δ,
so that, for t ą 0,
























:“ I1 ` I2.
























































We arrive so at





























In the same way, for t ă 0, we get



















































Finally, as we did in the case δ “ 1{2, we reach
K1pξq “ B|ξ|´1 `Op|ξ|´3q. (52)
It remains to estimate K2.
The function J2 is differentiable, so we consider J2,2ptq :“ J2ptq ´ J2p0q ´






















































































































which leads, as before, to
K2pξq “ A|ξ|2δ `B|ξ|´1 `Op|ξ|´3q. (53)
We join both estimates, (52) and (53), to get
Kpξq “ A|ξ|2δ `B|ξ|´1 `Op|ξ|´3q,
which implies the last asymptotic expansion (50) after replacing it in (51);
recall Lemma 14.
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3.2 Regularity of hδ
Corollary 11 says that hδ is continuous, however we can improve our estimates
and refine the information about regularity.
The space of Lipschitz functions ΛαpRnq, for α ą 0, is
ΛαpRnq :“ tf P L8pRnq |
‖Pr2k,2k`1sf‖8 ď C2´αk, for k ě 0, and ‖Pr0,1sf‖8 ď Cu.
(54)
If f P ΛαpRq, for 0 ă α ă 1, then |fpxq ´ fpyq| ď C|x ´ y|α; see Ch. V.4 of
[23].
Theorem 17. If f P Σδ, for 0 ă δ ă 1, then
‖ψhδrf s‖Λα À Cψ‖f‖2Σδ (55)







2δ for n ě 2, or for n “ 1 and δ ă 1
2
,







δ for n “ 1 and δ ą 1
2
.
The result is best possible—up to the end point in the case n “ 1 and δ “ 1
2
.
In particular, hδ P C1locpRq when δ ą 12 .
Proof. Since Pď1hδ and its derivatives are bounded in compact sets by the
Nahas-Ponce inequality (3), then it suffices to prove that Pě1hδ P ΛαpRq.
Since hδ is real, then ĥδpτq “ ĥ δp´τq and we only need to work with positive
frequencies. Hence, by the Hausdorff-Young inequality, it suffices to prove
‖ĥδ‖L1pτ»2kq ď C‖f‖2Σδ
#







δqk for n “ 1 and δ ą 1
2
.
We define Iλ :“ rλ, 2λs, for λ ě 1, and re-scale (30) so as to get, for
|g| ď 1,

















where I “ r1, 2s.
To bound the integral over the region t|ξ| ą 1u, we begin with



























compare with (31). We use (32), for a “ 1, to find out








ď Cλ´2δ‖f‖2Σδ . (57)
To bound the integral over the region t|ξ| ă 1u, we begin with (56) and
notice that the factor 1Ipp|η|2 ´ |ξ|2q{2q forces |η| » 1. Hence,









































































after replacing in (58) we arrive to



















δ for n “ 1 and δ ą 1
2
,






Sharpness of the regularity
We consider functions f̂αpξq :“ xξy´α, for α “ n2`δ`. The Fourier transform































In fact, if tζIu is a cut-off function of I :“ t2k ď |τ | ď 2k`1u, then
c2´βk ď ‖ζI ĥδ‖1 “ |PIhδp0q| ď ‖PIhδ‖8,
and ĥδ R Λβ`pRqloc.































We denote by Jpr1, r2q the term inside parentheses; by rotational symmetry








































Since α “ n
2
` δ`, we conclude, for |τ | " 1, that
|ĥδpτq| ě c
#












As a final remark, if f is one of the examples we used, then hδrf s, which
is an even function, has a singularity at zero of the form |t|ρ. By translation
in time, we can place the singularity at any other time.
We may compare the regularity of hδ with its classical counterpart hcδrx, ξsptq :“
|x ` tξ|2δ, which belongs to Λ2δlocpRq. If n ě 2 then hcδ is smooth in general,
but if n “ 1 then hcδ is singular in general, which agrees with the loss of
regularity in Theorem 17 when n “ 1.
When δ ą 1{2 we can give an alternative proof of Theorem 17, which we
sketch below.
Alternative proof of Thm. 17 when δ ă 1{2. Suppose we have proved (55) in
the simpler case n “ 1. We write |x|2δ “ c
ş
Sn´1
|ω ¨ x|2δ dSpωq so that



























‖ψhδrfRωp¨, x1qs‖Λ2δ dx1dSpωq Àψ ‖f‖2Σδ .
In the following theorem we investigate the rate of decay of ĥδ; however,
first we have to prove an auxiliary result.
Lemma 18. Let n ě 1 and let r1 and r2 be different, positive numbers. If














1{rα1 for r1 ą 2r2,
1{rα2 for r2 ą 2r1,
pr1r2q
´n´1
2 |r1 ´ r2|n´1´α for 12r2 ă r1 ă 2r2.




























where ρ :“ r1{r2 ą 1.








which implies Cr1,r2 À 1{rα1 , for r1 ą 2r2.
When ρ ă 2, we notice that
|ρpθ ´ enq ` pρ´ 1qen|2 “ 2ρ2pθn ´ 1q2 ` pρ´ 1q2 ` 2ρpρ´ 1qpθn ´ 1q
ě 2ρ2pθn ´ 1q
2
` pρ´ 1q2 ´ aρ2pθn ´ 1q
2
´ a´1pρ´ 1q2,















which implies Cr1,r2 À |r1 ´ r2|n´1´αpr1r2q´
n´1
2 , for r2 ă r1 ă 2r2.
Theorem 19. If f P Σδ, for 0 ă δ ă 1, then for |τ | ě 1 it holds






















δ` for n “ 1.
a.e. (62)
The rate of decay is best possible—up to the end point when n “ 1.
36
Theorem 19 provides an alternative proof of the Theorem 17 when n ě 3
and δ ď n
2
´ 1.
Proof. We can assume that f P C80 pRnq. In fact, for general f P ΣδpRnq we
can take a sequence of functions tfnun in C80 pRnq (Lemma 7) converging to
f in ΣδpRnq. If we reprise the arguments in the proof of (28) we can see that
‖ĥrf s ´ ĥrgs‖L1pRzr´1,1sq ď C‖f ´ g‖Σδp‖f‖Σδ ` ‖g‖Σδq.
Thus, we can assume that hδrfns Ñ hδrf s a.e. and we are done.














































The term δp1´ pr22 ´ r21q{2q forces |r2{r1| “
a
1` 2{r21.


























































































It remains to control the integral over tr1 ă
a
2{3u.



















































after the change of variable t “
?




























































ď Cτ´2δ´1, which together with (63) and (64) implies the first
case in (62).





















δ, which together with (63) and (64) implies the
second case in (62).



















We intend to use the embedding Σδ ãÝÑ Lp in Lemma 9. We apply Hölder
inequality (twice) and the change of variables t “
?














































If δ ă 1
2




´ δ, in which case 1
p
“ p2` εqδ ´ ε{2 ă
1
2

















which together with (63) and (64) implies the third case in (62), for δ ă 1
2
.
If δ ě 1
2



































, so 0 ă θ ă 1 can be made arbitrarily close to 1 if































which together with (63) and (64) concludes the proof of the last case in (62).
Sharpness of the rate of decay
The example used in Theorem 17 shows that the decay |τ |´1´2δ, for f P Σδ,
cannot be improved, so we turn to the case n ď 3.
Let ζ P C80 pRq be a symmetric cut-off of B1, and let dSk denote the
standard measure on the sphere with radius 2k and center at the origin. To
construct the example, we define ζkpξq :“ 2kpn´1qζp2kξq and set










Direct computation shows that‖|ξ|δf̂‖2 ă 8, so we must show that ‖|x|δf‖2 ă
8; we only consider the harder case n ě 2.
By the triangle inequality









After the dilation x ÞÑ 2´kx, each term in the sum gets into




From the inequality |pdSq_pξq| À xξy´n´12 [24, Ch. VIII-3] we deduce that
‖|x|δ ζ̌kpdSkq_‖2 À 2kp
n´2
2
`δq, which leads to ‖|x|δf‖2 ă 8.






































































Hence, if |ĥδpτq| ď Cτ´α, then α ď n`24 `
3
2
δ and the rate of decay in (62)
cannot be improved.
4 Periodic Data
In the section we extend the definition of hδ to solutions of the Schrödinger
equation with periodic initial data, with the aim to define hδrf s when f is
the Dirac comb.
We choose a real, symmetric function ψ P SpRnq with supp ψ̂ Ă B1 and
ψp0q “ 1. Now we approach a periodic function F in Rn{Zn as
fεpxq :“ N
´1





F̂ pνqep2πix ¨ νq, (65)
where N2ε “ ε´n‖ψ‖22‖F‖2L2pTq is the normalization constant; henceforth, we








F̂ pνqψ̂ppξ ´ νq{εq.
We want to study how hδrfεs evolves as εÑ 0.
The Fourier transform of hδrfεs away from the origin is















ψ̂ppξ ´ ν1q{εqψ̂ppη ´ ν2q{εqϕ





where ϕ P SpRq is supported away from the origin. In this expression we can
distinguish two types of terms: diagonal (ν1 “ ν2) and off-diagonal (ν1 ‰ ν2).
Diagonal terms are more related to the behavior of hδ in the large, and off-
diagonal terms are more related to the local phenomena we are interested
in.
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Definition 20 (Decomposition of hδ). Let F be a normalized periodic func-
tion in Rn{Zn. The ε-periodic part hp,ε,δrF s (off-diagonal part) is given by







ψ̂ppξ ´ ν1q{εqψ̂ppη ´ ν2q{εqϕ






where ϕ P SpRq is a test function. The ε-background part hb,ε,δ (diagonal
part) is given by
hb,ε,δrF s :“ hδrfεs ´ ε
nhp,ε,δrF s. (67)
Once we have defined the decomposition of hδ, we concentrate for the
moment on the behavior of the ε-periodic part hp,ε,δ as ε tends to zero, but
we need first a definition.
Definition 21. Let F be a normalized periodic function in Rn{Zn. The
periodic limit hp,δrF s is given by











where ϕ P SpRq is a test function.
Lemma 22. Let F be a normalized periodic function such that F̂ P `2p|ν|2δq.
If hp,ε,δrF s and hp,δrF s are the distributions in (66) and (68), respectively,
then hp,ε,δrF s converges uniformly in compact sets to hp,δrF s, and ‖ĥp,δrF s‖L1 À
1.
Proof. The distribution ĥp,ε,δrF s is an integrable function. In fact, we can
bound |xĥp,ε,δ, ϕy| as
|xĥp,ε,δ, ϕy| ď C‖ϕ‖8,
where C is independent from ε. The same arguments used in Theorem 10
to prove (28) show that ‖ĥp,ε,δ‖L1 À 1, so there exists a measure µ and a
sequence thp,εk,δuk, with εk Ñ 0, that converges weakly˚ to µ with |µ|pRq À 1.
To evaluate the integral in (66) we fix a number R ě 1 and notice that



















and if tmax|νi| ă Ru then
ϕ


















With these two bounds we get the following estimate of (66):

























:“ xĥp,δ, ϕy ` E1 ` E2.


















ď C‖ϕ‖8R´2δp1` ‖F̂‖2`2p|ν|2δqq; (69)
we bound the second error term as
E2 ď Cp‖ϕ‖8ε` ‖ϕ1‖8Rεq. (70)
We have thus











`Op‖ϕ‖8R´2δ ` ‖ϕ‖8ε` ‖ϕ1‖8Rεq.
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Taking R “ ε´
1
2 we see that xĥp,ε,δ, ϕy
εÑ0
ÝÝÑ xĥp,δ, ϕy when ϕ P SpRq, which
implies that µ “ ĥp,δ is unique and that ‖ĥp,δ‖L1 À 1.
To compute hp,δ we set ϕpτq “ e2πiτt, and since the error terms (69) and
(70) are uniform in t when |t| ď T , for any T ą 0, then we conclude that
hp,ε,δ converges uniformly in compact sets to hp,δ.
The function hp,δrF s is our desired extension of hδrf s to periodic func-
tions, and we may write it as















We observe that hp,δ is a periodic function with period 2.
Lemma 22 says that we can recover hp,δrF s if we remove hb,ε,δrF s from
hδrfεs—recall (65)—multiply by ε´n and then take the limit as ε Ñ 0, i.e.
we can recover hp,δrF s if we renormalize hδrfεs.
We investigate now the background of hδrfεs; this function contains the
information of ĥδrfεs around zero, which we already described in Section 3.1.
Lemma 23. Let F be a normalized periodic function in Rn{Zn. If F̂ P













|x|2δ|ψpxq|2 dx` op1q, (73)
where the error term op1q is uniform in compact sets.
If F̂ P `2p|ν|n`2δq, then
‖Pą 1
4
hb,ε,δ‖8 “ opεnq. (74)







|x|2δ|ψpxq|2 dx` opεq, (75)
where the error term opεq is uniform in compact sets.
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We can understand (72) also as a self-interaction term because the evo-










Hence, hp,δrF s represents the sum of the pairwise interaction of different
waves.
Equation (73) says that ε2δhb,ε,δ tends to a constant function as ε Ñ 0;
unfortunately, the rate of convergence is not fast enough, so the ε-periodic
part εnhp,ε,δ may be thwarted by the noise in the limit. However, if F is
smooth, i.e. F̂ P `2p|ν|n`2δq, then the high frequencies Pą 1
4
hb,ε,δ are smaller
than εnhp,δ and, in the limit, we can think of hδrfεs as






hb,ε,δ is an analytic function, essentially constant at scale 2, while
hp,δ is periodic with period 2. This representation offers the possibility of
“watching” hp,δ numerically as tiny oscillations over a smooth background.
Proof of Lemma 23. We begin with the proof of (72). Since supp ψ̂ Ă B1,
we can write hδrfεs as
hδptq “ bn,δ
ż









































where e2πiν¨yψεpyq :“ εne2πiν¨yψpεyq, so
|e´it~∆{2pe2πiν¨yψεqpxq| “ εn|pe´iε
2t~∆{2ψqpεpx´ tνqq|.








|x|2δ|pe´iε2t~∆{2ψqpεpx´ tνqq|2 dx` εnhp,ε,δptq,
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Since ψ is real and symmetric, the Fourier transform of Aε,ν is symmetric
and then we can restrict ourselves to symmetric test functions, so
xÂε,ν , ϕy “ bn,δ
ż
”






























We use a test function supported in Rzr´a, as to bound Âε,ν away from
the origin as















If |ν| ď aε´1{4 then xÂε,ν , ϕy “ 0 because ϕptq “ 0 when |t| ď a; otherwise,
we change variables and bound the integral as



























|F̂ pνq|2|ν|2δ “ oap1q;
to prove (73) it remains to estimate Pă 1
4
hb,ε,δ. If we assume further that
F̂ P `2p|ν|n`2δq, then we can state the stronger upper bound‖Pąahb,ε,δ‖8 “
oapε
nq, which is (74).
We turn now to the term Pă 1
4
hb,ε,δ. We will prove that
xĥb,ε,δ, ϕy ´ ϕp0qε
´2δ‖ψ‖´22
ż
|x|2δ|ψ|2 dxÑ 0, (78)
which implies (73) after replacing ϕ by the test function τ ÞÑ ψpτq cosp2πtτq,
where ψ is a symmetric cut-off of r´1{4, 1{4s; the bounds will be uniform in
t if |t| ď T , so the convergence is uniform in compact sets.
From (77) we see that ε´2δpxÂε,ν , ϕy ´ ϕp0q
ş
|x|2δ|ψ|2 dxq Ñ 0 as ε Ñ 0.
In fact,



















and the last term tends to zero, so the claim follows.
To prove (78), and so (73), it suffices to show that ε´2δ|F̂ pνq|2|Iε,ν | is
uniformly dominated in ε by an integrable (summable) function; recall (76)
and ‖F‖2 “ 1. To control Iε,ν , we change variables and bound the integral
as
|Iε,ν | ď C
ż
|u|,|v|ă1












À ‖ϕ2‖8ε2xνy2 mintr2p1´δq, 1u ` ‖ϕ‖8r´2δ1ră1.
When pεxνyq2 ă ‖ϕ‖8{‖ϕ2‖8 we choose r “ 1 and we get
|Iε,ν | ď C‖ϕ2‖8ε2xνy2 ď Cpεxνyq2δ‖ϕ‖1´δ8 ‖ϕ2‖δ8.
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When pεxνyq2 ą ‖ϕ‖8{‖ϕ2‖8 we choose r2 “ ‖ϕ‖8{pε2xνy2‖ϕ2‖8q and we
get
|Iε,ν | ď Cpεxνyq2δ‖ϕ‖1´δ8 ‖ϕ2‖δ8.
Thus, we have that ε´2δ|F̂ pνq|2|Iε,ν | ď C‖ϕ‖1´δ8 ‖ϕ2‖δ8|F̂ pνq|2xνy2δ, and (78)
follows by dominated convergence.
The proof of (75) goes along the same lines, but the new hypotheses
are n “ 1, δ ă 1
2
and ‖|ν| 12`δF̂‖`2 ă 8. Since δ ă 12 we have that
ε´1´2δpxÂε,ν , ϕy ´ ϕp0q
ş
|x|2δ|ψ|2 dxq Ñ 0 as ε Ñ 0, so it suffices to show
that ε´1´2δ|F̂ pνq|2|Iε,ν | is uniformly dominated in ε by an integrable func-
tion.
The previous bounds of |Iε,ν | lead to









when pεxνyq2 ă ‖ϕ‖8{‖ϕ2‖8, and









when pεxνyq2 ą ‖ϕ‖8{‖ϕ2‖8. Therefore,









By dominated convergence again we get (75).
Recall that our main interest is the Talbot effect in n “ 1, so (75) in





|x|2δ|ψpxq|2 dx` εhp,δptq ` opεq,
as long as F̂ P `2p|ν|1`2δq and δ ă 1
2
.
We summarize our main findings in the following theorem.
Theorem 24. Let F be a normalized periodic function with period 1 in Rn—
recall the definition of fε in (65).





|x|2δ|ψpxq|2 dx` op1q. (79)
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If F̂ P `2p|ν|n`2δq, then






If n “ 1, δ ă 1
2





|x|2δ|ψpxq|2 dx` εhp,δptq ` opεq. (81)
The error terms in all the limits are uniform in compact sets of R.
In Figure 1 we saw how convenient is (81) to visualize hp,δ numerically.
4.1 The Dirac comb
Now that we have succeeded in defining a functional hp,δrF s for a periodic
function F , we want to pass again to the limit to study the Dirac comb, i.e.
the periodic distribution FDpxq :“
ř
mPZ δpx´mq in R.
















where Nε2 is the normalization constant of fε1,ε2 . Since the periodic function
Fε1—ε1 fixed—is smooth, then from (80) we see that hδrfε1,ε2s splits, in the
limit ε2 Ñ 0, into a smooth background and a oscillating, periodic function
hp,δrFε1s.




































which is our definition of periodic hδ for the Dirac comb FD. Surprisingly,












































for k ” 0 pmod 4q
0 for k ” 2 pmod 4q
(83)
Remark. In number theory notation, for k odd the coefficients are 2σ´1´2δpkq,
and for k ” 0 pmod 4q the coefficients are 2´2δσ´1´2δpk{4q.
Proof. We write m21 ´m22 “ pm1 ´m2qpm1 `m2q :“ de “ k, so necessarily
d | k. On the other hand, we have m1 “ 12pe ` dq and m2 “
1
2
pe ´ dq, so d



























































where ζpzq is the Riemann zeta function.
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Proof. We split ĥp,δrFDs into














We rearrange the terms in the sum of the odd part so that





















The very last sum is a Dirac comb supported on the arithmetic progression
tl odd | dl{2u, so the inverse Fourier transform of ĥoddp,δ is























Since q | d and p | l, then

























































































































where ηpzq “ ´
ř
ną0p´1q
n{nz “ p1´ 21´zqζpzq is the Dirichlet eta function.
Finally, we dilate and rearrange the terms so as to get (84).






This function is right-continuous, the limits from the left exist, has jumps
at rational times and is continuous elsewhere. We think that Hδ can be
seen as a realization of some stochastic process when t P r0, 1q; we do not
consider t ą 1 because the derivative of a random process is almost surely
non-periodic. We will review briefly some aspects of Lévy processes.
We start defining Poisson point processes, so we have to consider first
point functions
p : Dp Ă p0,8q Ñ X,
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whereDp is countable, andX is some measure space—X “ Rzt0u in our case.
We denote by Π the set of all point functions. To every interval I Ă p0,8q
and measurable set U Ă X we assign the counting function
NppI, Uq :“ |tt P Dp X I | pptq P Uu|.
We endow Π with the minimal σ-field B generated by the functions p ÞÑ
NppI, Uq.
A (stationary) Poisson point process is a random variable p from some
probability space pΩ,F , P q into the space of point functions pΠ,Bq, which




NppωqpI, Uq dP pωq “ |I|npUq,
where n the characteristic measure of the process. We refer the reader to
Ch. I.9 of [17] for details. The point function pδ attached to Hδ represents
the location and size of the jumps:
pδ : QX r0, 1q Ñ X “ Rzt0u.
The following theorem shows that, in a weak sense, ErNppI, Uqs « NpδpI, Uq
for some measure n on Rzt0u, i.e. pδ resembles an outcome of some Poisson
point process p.
Theorem 26. For I Ă r0, 1q, the function
|N |pδpI, rq :“ NpδpI, p´8,´rs Y rr,8qq, for r ą 0, (87)
satisfies the bounds
|N |pδpI, rq ď Cδ|I|r´1{p1`δq ` 1, all r Àδ 1, (88)
|N |pδpI, rq Áδ
|I|
logpcδ{rq
r´1{p1`δq, all r Àδ |I|2p1`δq. (89)
The theorem is consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 27. For I Ă r0, 1q, the function
MpI,Nq :“ |tp{q P I Ă R | q ď N and pp, qq “ 1u|, for N ě 1,
satisfies the bounds
MpI,Nq ď |I|N2 ` 1, all N ě 1, (90)
MpI,Nq Á |I| N
2
logN
, all N ą 2{|I|. (91)
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Proof. We arrange the rationals inside I in increasing order p1{q1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă
pM{qM and then use the fact that pi`1{qi`1´ pi{qi “ 1{pqi`1qiq, see Thm. 28












For the lower bound, we only count fractions p{q with prime denominator.
Given a prime q ď N such that q|I| ą 1, the number of fractions p{q P I is










|I|N |tN{2 ď q ď N | q primeu|.
Using the prime number theorem and the Bertrand’s postulate we arrive at
(91).
We expect the bounds in the lemma can be improved, in particular, the
logN -loss in (91) should be removable. It is interesting to investigate the
behavior of MpI,Nq when N ď 2{|I|. For example, in the interval I “
p0, 1{Nq there is no rational p{q with q ď N , so MpI,Nq can be zero when
q ď 1{|I|, but p0, 1{Nq is a very special interval, can we do any better for
other type of intervals?
Proof of Theorem 26. According to (84) the value of the point function pδ at
a rational time t “ p{q is pδptq “ aδ,q{q2p1`δq, where |aδ,q| „δ 1, so
MpI, cδr
´ 1
2p1`δq q ď |N |pδpI, rq ďMpI, Cδr
´ 1
2p1`δq q,
and the bounds in the theorem follow from the Lemma.
Theorem 26 suggests NpδpI, Uq « |I|npUq with characteristic measure







We recognize here a “realization” of an (asymmetric) α-Lévy process with
exponent α :“ 1{p1` δq. We ignore the compensator term because it would
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add a linear term in t, and we can always think of Hδ as a Lévy process with
drift; see Ch. II.3-4 of [17].
This connection between Hδ and Lévy processes also suggests that Hδ
behaves intermittently, with bursts at rational times with small denominator.
It is worth mentioning that α-Lévy processes, with 1 ă α ă 2,1 have already
been studied and described as strongly intermittent; see Sec. 3.3 in [5].
Yet another evidence of intermittency lies in the variability of the Hölder
exponent of Hδ or multifractality, which is the content of the next theorem,
but first we introduce a few definitions and a lemma.
Definition 28 (Hölder exponent). Let t0 P R. A function f is in C lpt0q,
for l P R`, if there is a polynomial Pt0 of degree at most tlu such that in a
neighborhood of t0
|fptq ´ Pt0ptq| À |t´ t0|l.
The Hölder exponent of f at t0 is
hf pt0q :“ suptl | f P C
l
pt0qu. (92)
Definition 29 (Irrationality measure). Fix t P R and let A Ă R` be the set







has infinitely many solutions. The irrationality measure µptq of t P R is
µptq :“ supA. (93)
If t is rational, then µptq “ 1; if t is irrational, then by the Dirichlet’s
approximation theorem µptq ě 2; if t is an irrational algebraic number, then
µptq “ 2 by Roth’s theorem; and t is a Liouville number if and only if
µptq “ 8.
Lemma 30. Let t be an irrational number with finite µptq and let ε ą 0.
If P {Q is the fraction with the smallest denominator among all fractions
|t´ p{q| ă h, for h !ε 1, then h´1{pµ`εq ă Q ď h´1`1{pµ`εq.
For t “ p0{q0, if h ą 0 and 0 ă |t´ p{q| ď h, then q ě 1{pq0hq.
1The larger the exponent, the lower the probability of very large jumps.
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Proof. We only consider the case when t is irrational. Suppose on the con-
trary that there is p{q with q ď h´1{pµ`εq such that 0 ă |t ´ p{q| ă h, then
0 ă |t´ p{q| ă 1{qµ`ε, but this can only happen for finitely many fractions,
so taking h !ε 1 we can avoid those fractions and necessarily h´1{pµ`εq ă Q.
The bound Q ď h´1`1{pµ`εq is consequence of the Dirichlet’s approxima-
tion theorem and our bound h´1{pµ`εq ă Q. In fact, for q ď N “ h´1`1{pµ`εq





so Q ď N “ h´1`1{pµ`εq.
Theorem 4. Let α :“ 1{p1` δq, then
dHδpγq “ αγ, for γ P r0, 1{αq. (94)
If t is rational, then |Hδpt` hq ´Hδptq| ď Cδptqh1`2δ for all h ą 0.
Proof. Let t be irrational. We prove first that for every ε ą 0
|Hδpt` hq ´Hδptq| ď C|h|2p1`δq{pµ`εq, for h !t,ε 1, (95)
and the exponent has to be ď 2p1` δq{µ if 2 ă µ ď 8.
We can assume that h ą 0. We integrate by parts to write the difference
as







rNpδpI, ry,8qq ´NpδpI, r´y,´8qqs dy. (96)
Among all p{q P I “ pt, t ` hs, let P {Q be the rational with the smallest
denominator, so


























|N |pδpI, rq ´ 1 dr,
where Q˚ ą Q is the next to the smallest denominator in I :“ pt, t`hs. Since
P {Q and P˚{Q˚ have to be successive in a Farey sequence, then 1{Q2˚ ă
1{pQQ˚q ă h, so, using (90), we have that |J1| ď CδhQ´2δ˚ ď Cδh1`δ. Hence,
Hδpt` hq ´Hδptq “ aδ,Q{Q
2p1`δq
`Oph1`δq (97)
and from Lemma 30 we get (95), so hHδptq ě 2p1` δq{µ; recall Def. 28.
To see that the exponent in (95) is best possible when 2 ă µ ď 8, let
tqiui be an infinite list of numbers such that |t ´ pi{qi| ă 1{qµ´εi for some
ε ą 0. If we take hi “ 1{qµ´εi , then the smallest denominator in pt, t` his is
Q “ qi and then, by (97), |Hδpt` hq ´Hδptq| Á h2p1`δq{pµ´εqi if hi ! 1.
Up to now, we know that for 2 ă µptq ď 8 there is a sequence hi Ñ 0
such that |hi|2p1`δq{pµ´εq À |Hδpt`hiq´Hδptq| À |hi|2p1`δq{pµ`εq, so necessarily
hHδptq “ 2p1 ` δq{µ as long as 2p1 ` δq{µ ‰ 1. On the other hand, when
µptq “ 2 we have that hHδptq ě 1 ` δ, so to prove the theorem we still need
to settle the case 2p1` δq{µ “ 1.
From (97) we see thatHδpt`hq´Hδptq´Ah “ aδ,Q{Q2p1`δq´Ah`Oph1`δq,
where A is any constant. Again, |Hδpt ` hq ´ Hδptq ´ Ah| À |h|2p1`δq{pµ`εq,
but now, to see that it is best possible, we use Dirichlet’s theorem to find a
sequence tqiu such that |t´pi{qi| ă 1{q2i . We choose hi “ 1{q2i and use again
a Farey sequence to see that Q “ qi is the smallest denominator among all
fractions in pt, t` his. Thus, |Hδpt` hq ´Hδptq ´Ah| Á |h| and hHδptq “ 1.
When t is rational hHδptq “ 0, but we can still measure the Hölder expo-
nent from the right using (96), (88) and Lemma 30.
To conclude the theorem we use a deep result of Güting [14], which asserts
that the Hausdorff dimension of the set of numbers with irrationality µ is 2{µ;
see [4] for a shorter proof of Güting’s theorem. This result refines Jarník’s
theorem; see e.g. Thm 10.3 of [10]. The set of numbers where Hδ has Hölder
exponent γ ă 1`δ :“ 1{α coincides with the set of numbers with irrationality
2p1` δq{γ, and the dimension of the latter is γ{p1` δq, which is (94).
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